ABSTRACT tl;dr : Longform articles are extended, in-depth pieces that often serve as feature stories in newspapers and magazines. In this work, we develop a system to automatically identify longform content across the web. Our novel classifier is highly accurate despite huge variation within longform in terms of topic, voice, and editorial taste. It is also scalable and interpretable, requiring a surprisingly small set of features based only on language and parse structures, length, and document interest. We implement our system at scale and use it to identify a corpus of several million longform documents. Using this corpus, we provide the first web-scale study with quantifiable and measurable information on longform, giving new insight into questions posed by the media on the past and current state of this famed literary medium.
INTRODUCTION
The longform article is a traditional publishing format encompassing a variety of reporting types, from features to investigative journalism. The format is tied together not by content type or writing guidelines, but by a focus on quality and a deep understanding of the subject matter; longform articles are not produced overnight on a deadline. Classic longform pieces include those by authors considered some of the greatest journalists and writers of our time, e.g. "The Duke in his Domain" by Truman Capote [11] , "Frank Sinatra Has a Cold" by Gay Talese [52] , and "The String Theory" by David Foster Wallace [54] .
In this paper, we seek a method to automatically identify longform content. Given longform's prominence, being able to identify this kind of content enables a variety of applications. These include but are not limited to: building a corpus as the foundation of a web-search system [38] ; improving quality or diversity of articles for content recommendation;
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In particular, we use our novel system to give clarity to the the longform debate: Despite longforms' prevalence historically, in a time where 140-character tweets are fast becoming the norm, its future is now unclear. Editorial pieces have abounded recently proclaiming that one of three movements is afoot: (1) a death of longform, (2) a renaissance of longform, or (3) a backlash against the genre. Those from group 1 argue that longforms' relative expense to produce makes it a prime target for cuts, particularly when long-revered publishing institutions are losing classic revenue streams from print advertising [46, 1, 51, 20, 35, 12] . Proponents of the renaissance (group 2) posit that the the web is a transformational platform for this style and that its popularity is on the rise [15, 25, 45, 19, 5] . Finally, members of group 3 have mixed opinions, believing that longform did gain interest, but that an over-abundance of poorly-produced longform has caused a backlash against the genre [28, 7, 34, 50] .
Leveraging our classifier, we provide concrete, quantifiable answers to these questions as they pertain to web publishing. We first develop a robust classifier to identify longform and then, using a massive web crawl with historical signals, aggregate a comprehensive corpus of longform documents on the web. We query this corpus to provide statistical answers regarding the status of longform online, rather than relying on journalists' opinions. Though prior attempts to quantify the status of longform exist (using hand analysis) [51] , a study of this scale has never been performed. This work demonstrates the impact of our classification system, and highlights key techniques needed to carry out similar largescale studies on the web.
What is Longform?
Longform is closely aligned with the traditional publishing styles of feature writing and investigative journalism, as well as literary non-fiction and non-fiction storytelling [5] . With the advent of the web, the definition must be broadened to include articles on publications that are web-only, like qz.com and vox.com, or are self-published on websites like medium.com and personal blogs. An initial definition is that longform articles are long, interesting, well-researched, well-written and have a longer 'shelf-life' than standard news articles, i.e., they continue to be relevant for months to more than fifty years [5] , also known as evergreen [26] . We include a few more requirements -that the work must be original ; analytical, i.e., a narrative or commentary, rather than re-porting of an event; and aim to entertain, i.e., there is a focus on the writing style, and the goal is not just to inform the reader but also to be interesting or thought-provoking.
Longform is perhaps best defined through a series of illustrative examples. For instance, longform includes feature pieces in print magazines on subjects like The New Yorker's history of elevators [42] or Michael Lewis's profile of President Obama [30] ; investigative journalism like Glenn Greenwald and Ewen MacAskill's article on the PRISM revelations [22] or a series of 24 reports on Scientology from the Los Angeles Times [48] ; as well as feature pieces from online publications like a piece on the history of the Street Fighter movie in Polygon Magazine [43] . One easy way to familiarize yourself with the genre is to peruse a curated longform website like thefeature.net or longform.org.
Longform is not limited to US publishers, with other examples including Canada's McLean Magazine and The Walrus; Great Britain's The Spectator, The Economist and Financial Times; and Australia's The Monthly. Nor is it limited to English, with sources like Germany's Der Speigel and France's Le Monde and XXI. However, it is widely considered that US publishers are the "powerhouse" [5] , and we thus focus our study on English language longform.
Longform is also not defined solely by length. For example, a long personal blog post would generally not qualify as it is neither broadly interesting, well-researched, nor evergreen. The vast majority of newspaper articles (regardless of the length) would not qualify as they report the events of the day and are neither analytical nor evergreen. We confirm this empirically (Section 4.3), showing that a classifier from length features alone performs poorly. Finally, we note that the definition of longform cannot be made entirely crisp, as new online sources continue to blur the lines. We ultimately resolve this issue by deferring to human opinion, using human raters to label training data (Section 4.2).
Contributions
In this paper we make several contributions. First, we give a formal definition of longform and provide a crowdsourcing experiment that can be used to obtain labeled data. Using this data (a training set of less than 16,000 labeled samples), we build a highly accurate classifier of English language longform. This is notable given the huge variety in topic and presentation of longform, and that we develop the classifier using a relatively simple set of features relating only to writing style, word usage, length, and human interaction. The features used by this classifier are publicly available, relying only on access to a web crawl and a natural language syntactic parser. Our use of grammatical language features is surprisingly successful given that previous work using these types of features has focused on more distinct categories, such as distinguishing pieces of news from fiction novels or government documents [49] . Given the breadth and ambiguity of the definition in Section 1.1, it was initially unclear that such a classifier could exist.
While this classifier itself is of independent interest and application, we additionally demonstrate its utility by building a corpus of longform articles to aid in scientific discovery. Using the corpus we provide concrete answers to questions raised by the publishing community. No prior work has been able to systematically create a comprehensive corpus of longform from across the web, and doing so is a testament to the accuracy and scalability of our classification system. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work on web mining and classification systems, as well as background on longform. In Section 3 we present the novel classifier used to build our corpus, and evaluation of this classifier is discussed in Section 4. Insights and observations gained from the generated corpus are highlighted in Section 5 and we o↵er conclusions in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Building a substantive corpus of longform has required mining large amounts of web data. The mining of web data to measure cultural, societal, or technological changes is not new. Web mining has been used for a number of diverse applications, from predicting public mood and political uprisings from Twitter data, to detecting cultural di↵erences in geo-tagged images, to measuring linguistic change in online communities [10, 53, 29, 13] . Several researchers have looked specifically at mining web-scale datasets related to news [31, 3, 33, 55, 2] . However, most of these developments were aimed solely at improving news recommendation systems, and none have focused specifically on longform content or on characterizing the nature of this content over time.
We note the importance of the classifier used to create our longform corpus. The use of classifiers to predict specific web content is commonplace throughout applications in document ranking, recommendation, and discovery [8, 21] . To develop our corpus from web-crawled data, we implement a logistic regression classifier, the e↵ectiveness of which has been well-studied and demonstrated by numerous web-mining applications. We use a two-step procedure to develop this model, as described in Section 3.
Lastly, an important subset of features in the classifier leverage natural language processing techniques to detect whether an article's writing style makes it a longform candidate. Prior work on automatic style and genre detection has used signals derived from syntactic parses and other linguistic cues to identify a document's style and genre, for example to distinguish between opinion pieces and standard news articles [4, 17, 16] or to identify membership in various online genres (e.g., news, blog posts, and search pages) [47, 49] . Similar techniques have been used to predict whether a piece of writing is well-written and high quality [32, 6] .
The Longform Debate.
As discussed in Section 1, there has been much debate recently about the fate of longform, and accordingly, many attempts to investigate the state of the genre. The ubiquity of the web and rise of digital journalism initially caused concern that interest in long content was waning, with notable pieces like Slate's "You Won't Finish This Article," and American Journalism Review's "The Death of Slow Journalism" [35, 12] . Some argued that, even if interest did exist, the return on investment would not be enough to justify its production cost: This trend was recently documented in studies on the state of news media, indicating that costly investigative reporting styles have undergone major cuts across a number of media outlets [1, 51, 20] .
Alternatively, many others have recently declared that longform is undergoing a "renaissance" online [15, 25, 45, 19, 5] . Of these, Arnold's monograph [5] has the most researchintensive approach, synthesizing accounts from those involved in journalism at all levels, including publishers, writers, editors, teachers, and readers, the ultimate goal being to deter-mine whether or not longform journalism remains lucrative for media organizations. Her account documents six 'majorplayers' of longform journalism, including Atavist, Seattle's The Magazine, Longform.org, The Blaze, Byliner, and The Seattle Times. There are additional reports of other "longform startups", such as Jill Abramson's o↵er of up to $100k advances for longform stories [36] . A history of longform leading to the current purported rise is documented in [37] .
Finally, a third camp argues that there is a backlash to the heralded longform renaissance afoot [28, 7, 34, 50] . This side consists mostly of opinion pieces from longform editors and writers, giving nuanced arguments about the hype around longform and importance of quality above quantity. However, some hope to quantify this movement, urging publishers to develop metrics like "dwell time" in order to more accurately measure the popularity of longform [41] . Clearly, it is still undecided as to whether or not longform will maintain its spot as a forerunner in journalistic styles. With a corpus of more than 5.2 million longform documents in hand, this is exactly the question we aim to illuminate.
BUILDING A LONGFORM CLASSIFIER
In this section we describe our two-step classifier for identifying longform content. Such a classifier is useful for a variety of applications, including search systems, content recommendation, news applications, or in aiding UI development. Using a classifier is necessary due to the scale of the problem (i.e., identifying a subset of the web), as well as the importance of objectivity and standardization in ratings. We aim to develop a classifier that is simple, transparent, and accurate. These practical design traits ensure that our classification system will be scalable and reliable, as well as easy to maintain. Through extensive testing, model selection, and feature-engineering, we have developed a classifier that exactly meets these needs. 
Workflow.
Our workflow for developing and using our classifier is shown in Figure 1 . We begin by sampling a training set representative of the diverse documents on the web, a task made di cult by the huge number of possibly irrelevant pages (Section 4.1). We then label this set using a crowd-sourced rater system (Section 4.1). Next, we extract a number of features from the documents, which are described in detail in Section 3.1. The features relate broadly to categories of length, document interest, and document quality.
Two-Step Classification.
The extracted features are utilized in a two-step procedure. In particular, we construct two classifiers, which we will refer to as the full classifier and NLP classifier (or natural language processing classifier). The features of the NLP classifier are based on grammatical parse structures from a natural language parser, described in Section 3.1. We use predicted output of the NLP classifier as a feature source in the full classifier. This two-step procedure allows us to separately tune and adjust the features related specifically to natural language, and has the added benefits of reducing the dimensionality of the final model, helping to prevent over-fitting, and mitigating e↵ects of correlation amongst variables. The two classifiers are trained independently on separate datasets, making this distinct from related work on multilevel, nested, or hierarchical models that consider estimation on the full model [56, 44] .
Both the full classifier and NLP classifier employ logistic regression, a probabilistic classification model for predicting binary variables y (1) , . . . , y (n) 2 {0, 1} n from features
, . . . , x (n) 2 R d , with success probability:
The true values are predicted according to the discriminant function, a linear combination of the input features x (i)
Finally, in order to generate a corpus of longform documents, we utilize the classifier on a massive set of web crawls, passing the features to the fully trained model in order to determine each document's final score ( Figure 1b) . By thresholding this score, a value between 0 and 1, we restrict our web-scale dataset to a corpus containing only longform documents as identified by our classifier. The observations we generate from this final corpus are given in Section 5.
Longform Features
We look for three major cues in categorizing longform: document length, interest, and quality. These are measured by calculating repeated structure counts, anchor count and quality, and document language and structure, respectively. We collect the following features:
• Article length: We use a state-of-the-art system for parsing HTML structure and identifying the main article content from other parts of the page, like comments or the boilerplate. We find the number of characters in the article and bucket this feature into 4 groups: short (<5,000 characters), medium (5,000-10,000), long (10,000-20,000), and very long (>20,000).
• Anchors: The number of o↵-domain anchors, as well as the presence of recently occurring anchors (i.e., those newly observed within the last three months). These measure interest in the document from external sources.
• NLP Classifier score: A measure of the quality of the document, classifying longform articles based on language and grammatical structure. This feature is bucketed into three buckets: high score, low score, and score aggregated over all articles from a site.
Including the intercept term, this amounts to a total feature size of 10, using 4 features for article length, 2 for anchors, and 3 for NLP classification. However, the NLP classifier itself (described below) uses many thousands of features.
NLP Classifier.
Beyond the length of a document and the interest level of its readers, the measure of a successful longform article lies in the content of the article itself, and particularly in the writing style. A detailed news report on a breaking topic might be long and frequently cited, but will lack the inventive, entertaining, and analytical language definitive of the longform genre. We therefore need a signal for our full classifier that indicates the quality of the article text itself. To capture this, we train a separate classifier on natural language features and use the output of this classifier as a feature to the longform classifier. Like the full classifier, this classifier is a logistic regression model [9] .
To train the NLP classifier, we extract natural language signals from the text of each web page. We obtain syntactic parses of the document text with a shift-reduce transitionbased parser [39] using standard features and a linear kernel SVM for classification. The parser is trained on dependency parse trees that are generated by applying the Stanford converter [14] (version 1.6.2) to the OntoNotes treebank data [24] . We describe our natural language features below.
• Token ngrams: The most common two-, three-, and four-word sequences of tokens in the page text.
• Parse tree ngrams: We run our dependency parser over the page text and extract ngrams by traversing the parse tree. For example, the sentence "the furry dog barked" would generate the ngram: determiner ! nominal subject ! sentence root.
• Adjacent parse label ngrams: The most common sequences of parse labels from adjacent tokens, for ngram lengths three and four. An adjacent parse label of length three in "the furry dog barked" would be determiner ! adjectival modifier ! nominal subject.
• Part-of-speech ngrams: The most common sequences of part-of-speech tags from adjacent tokens, for ngram lengths two and three.
• Sentence length: Average length of sentences on page.
• Pronoun person distribution: The relative frequency of first-, second-, and third-person pronouns.
• Punctuation frequency: The relative frequency of di↵erent punctuation mark tokens in the text.
• Delimiting punctuation frequency: As above, but only considering sentence-final punctuation marks.
As we use multiple ngram-based features, the feature space for the NLP classifier is quite large. We use feature hashing to reduce the feature space and to add regularization [18] . Intuitively, the NLP classifier on its own should not be su cient to identify longform articles. It does not, for example, capture the veracity of an article or whether its topic is broadly interesting-the anchor features may be better indicators of this. We confirm this intuition experimentally by evaluating the quality of the NLP classifier independent of the full classifier in Section 4.3.
EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the classifier proposed in Section 3. We validate the performance in a number of ways, including thoughtfully constructing training and testing data (Section 4.1); using feedback from crowd-sourced human raters (Section 4.2); and assessing the classifier with a number of statistical metrics (Section 4.3).
Challenges in Generating Training Data
When dealing with a corpus the size of the web, finding good representative positive and negative training examples is both incredibly important and quite challenging. In this work, we must identify a subset of the web ordering millions of pages from a corpus of trillions. Techniques like random sampling will both find no positive examples, and find relatively "easy" negative examples unrelated to journalism, leading to poor generalization during learning. Instead, we craft our training examples based on intuition for the problem and then show through evaluation that this approach produces a classifier that generalizes well.
Our labeled training data consists of 16,000 examples. For negative examples, we include a random sample of 6,000 articles consisting of at least 1,500 characters from a large collection of news articles. These documents are all are given a negative label, with knowledge that the vast majority of news articles do not qualify as longform. We include the length requirement to reduce training bias and ensure that that feature alone is not used in identifying longform (we demonstrate in Section 4.3 that a length-only classifier performs very poorly). In addition, we take a sample of documents that ranked highly in Google's In-Depth Article Search system, an independent ranking service that uses a host of signals orthogonal to those in our classifier [38] . Using these candidate articles, we have a set of in-house, welltrained human raters label the examples, a process which is described in detail in Section 4.2. From this second set of experiments, we obtain an additional 8,000 positive examples and 2,000 negative examples.
Human Ratings
Longform is surprisingly di cult to define. While it is easy to identify stellar examples of the genre, and nonexamples in the form of news articles, there is a wide range of articles in-between that can only be labeled through human judgement. To evaluate the full quality of our classifiers across this spectrum, we use human raters to evaluate articles based on the criteria defined in the rater prompt (Section 4.2.1). We use this rater task to both generate training data as well as evaluate the quality of classifier scores with additional human judgements.
The answer to each question translates into ratings between 0 and 4. Ratings from each rater can then be averaged for each article in order to determine a single numeric score. In our evaluation, this average score is scaled to between 0 and 1. While we are only interested in the final question about in-depth, we found that constructing the rating task with the first four questions resulted in higher accuracy from the raters as they were forced to consider each component of longform before generating their final rating. An article with an average unnormalized score less than 1 for in-depth is considered to have a clear negative label, while an article with average score of at least 3 is considered to have a clear positive label.
Rater Prompt
Instructions: In this task, you will be asked to rate an "in-depth article". Please carefully read and consider the description below before completing the task. For the this task, an "in-depth article" has the following properties:
• The content is a text article with the intent to provide information to the user, as opposed to helping the user perform a task or navigate to content.
• The content is interesting to consume while also being informative. Reference materials primarily used to consult or look up facts are not in-depth articles.
• The content has a narrative form. A user would typically read the content from beginning to end, as opposed to skipping to a section of interest.
• The landing page is from a high quality, authoritative source.
• The content is long and detailed enough to be more than just a general summary of a topic. A user who is already familiar with the general subject area would find the content interesting.
• The content has original opinions, research, or synthesis. It is more than a statement of facts that could be found elsewhere.
• The content has broader relevance than a typical news story and would still be interesting to a reader many months from now. For example, a biography or profile of an athlete would meet this criterion but a recap of that athlete's most recent game would not. 
Performance of Classifiers
We evaluate the performance of the classifiers on both holdout training data as well as unseen generalization data, using a number of standard statistical metrics.
Performance on Holdout Data. Figure 2 shows ROC curves with respect to data held out from our training set, for the full longform classifier (red, solid); NLP classifier (green, dotted); and a classifier trained from only length features (blue, dashed). We train the models using a random sample of 80% of the data, with the holdout set containing the remaining 20%. Numerical results are given in Table 1 .
Length features alone do not provide enough performance to warrant using as a classifier, receiving low accuracy and poor AUC results. Though the NLP classifier has a high precision value of .8580, the recall for the NLP classifier is quite low. This discrepancy emphasizes the need to combine the natural language signal with our other signals in order to achieve both high-quality and high-coverage identification of longform articles. We see that the low recall of the NLP classifier is mitigated by the full longform classifier, which achieves precision .9138 and recall .8690. Performance on Unseen Generalization Data.
Next, we generalize to a set of randomly selected, previously unseen webpages, evaluating how well the scores generated by the classifiers correlate with human ratings. To guarantee an accurate evaluation, regardless of the distribution of the classifier scores on the articles, we use a stratified sampling method with a reservoir sampler to generate an equal number of articles for each classifier score bucket, i.e. between 0 and 0.1, 0.1 and 0.2, etc. These are then rated using the experiment in Section 4.2. We take the average of the rated scores for each data point, and scale this number to match the output of the classifiers between 0 and 1. full classifier score normalized avg. rater score (a) Average rater score vs. full classifier score (red) as compared to optimal (black, dashed). In Figure 3a , we show the correlation between the average rater score and the score given by the full classifier, for a new sample of 1,000 previously unrated webpages. Figure 3b shows analogous results for the NLP classifier. Even after considering the sampling, it is evident that the scores are somewhat stratified, which is a product of a number of integer-valued features limiting the dimensionality of the space. Comparing these plots, we see that the full classifier is able to more accurately match the scores given by the raters. The optimal correlation (y=x) is shown in the black, dotted line, and the results from the full classifier (the solid line in Figure 3a) closely match this. The full classifier achieves an adjusted R 2 value of 0.34, as opposed to the NLP classifier, which has an R 2 value of 0.06. It is important to remember when viewing these results that the average rater scores are not an ideal predictor as there are discrepancies amongst the raters themselves: If humans can't perfectly agree, it seems unrealistic to expect the classifier to do so. The variation in rater scores is particularly high when answers to the questions were in the middle range, i.e. were rated 1-3 instead of 0 or 4. For documents that were rated on average between 1 3, the average deviation from the mean for scores was = 1.57. This is in contrast to scores with average ratings of < 1 or > 3, which had a standard deviation less than .5. Thus, another metric to consider is whether the classifier performs well in areas of high confidence. To investigate this, we additionally consider the performance of the classifier only on data points where the raters are very confident. The classification results of this are shown in an ROC curve, Figure 3c . We see that the full classifier performs quite well in these areas of high confidence, achieving an AUC of 0.91 as compared to 0.75 for the NLP classifier.
Finally, we briefly discuss the relative weights of the features of the trained full classifier, as shown in Table 2 . The three specified qualities of longform (length, popularity, and quality) each have a significant impact on the classifier, with feature weights spread roughly uniformly amongst each feature type. In terms of length, articles that are very short are given a negative score, as well as articles that are quite long (e.g., a novella or online book should not be considered an article). The NLP classifier also has a large impact on determining the outcome of longformed-ness, with low NLP scores negatively impacting the outcome, and high scores for the article or site giving positive impact. The popularity of the page also plays an important role in determining this outcome, with both the number of recent anchors and the number of o↵-domain anchors being positive indicators. 
A STUDY OF LONGFORM ON THE WEB
In this section, we demonstrate the utility of our classification system by using it to create a corpus of over 5.2 million longform documents on the web. Using this corpus, we provide concrete numbers that address editorials on the current and future state of longform, i.e., is it dying, or facing a new boom? If there is a boom, are people sick of the trend? For reference, the three dominant arguments are as follows: that there is (1) a decline of longform, (2) a renaissance of longform, or (3) a backlash against the genre. Surprisingly, despite the seeming opposition of these statements, our analysis of the longform corpus provides evidence for all three camps, as we describe below. Longform is not dying; we see a steady increase in the amount of longform published on the web over the years. However, news publishing on the web is increasing at a faster rate, and so the relative amount of longform published is dropping. With regards to a "longform renaissance," we see that longform appears to be increasingly popular: Interest in longform relative to news is growing and more sites than ever before are producing longform content. As for the backlash, we do not find evidence to directly support this hypothesis, but we do see a significant spike in the number of new sites producing longform. This provides evidence that longform is a ballooning trend, which forms the basic assumption required for a backlash to develop.
Building a Longform Corpus
Though we have developed a high quality classifier for distinguishing English language longform articles, additional finesse is required to build a corpus from a web crawl. In order to reduce the space of possible documents, we begin building our corpus by using two additional systems: one for identifying webpages with commercial intent (e.g. Amazon product pages), and one for attributing an author to webpages [27] . We use these systems to filter out clear negative examples to improve the e ciency and quality of our corpus.
The next challenge faced is multi-page articles. In physical print it is necessary that longform articles be paginated, and this tradition is sometimes carried onto the web, making it important to determine whether an article spans just one page or several. We use a clustering system for identifying duplicate content on di↵erent URLs, as well as multi-page articles [23] with which we translate the corpus from labeled individual pages on the web to clusters of pages that represent articles. This is vital to avoid skewing volumerelated metrics about longform. Finally, we are interested not only in questions about what longform looks like on the web but also how it compares with the general news publishing ecosystem, and thus include a large corpus of news articles as a baseline.
Extracted Data
To investigate longform along several dimensions, we extract many di↵erent signals from the data when developing our corpus. A number of these signals leverage internal systems that have previously generated the signal but for other purposes. For instance, we leverage systems that find the publication or byline date of each article (which, note, may di↵er dramatically from the first crawled date in instances where an archive has been brought online), as well as systems that determine the root site for a given url (which can be a di cult task given the number of possible domains and sub-domains under which a site could be hosted). A complete list of the signals collected is given in Table 3 . 
Results
With the corpus of longform documents in hand, we analyze numerous aspects of this corpus, performing an extensive study of longform on the web. Major aspects we consider are the current distribution of longform on the web (Section 5.3.1); the change to this distribution over time (Section 5.3.2); and characteristics unique to longform (Section 5.3.3). We obtain the following observations: Observation 1. Distribution: The distribution of sites publishing longform is heavy-tailed: longform can be found on many sites with a few high volume publishers. For some publishers, longform forms a significant fraction of published material. (Figure 4) Observation 2. Volume: The sheer amount of longform content published each year is increasing though increasingly more slowly than the volume of news content published. Despite the decrease as a ratio, we observe an ever increasing amount of interest in longform when compared with news. (Figures 5b, 5b and 5c) Observation 3. Sites: An increasing number of new sites are publishing longform. The increase in volume of longform publishing is due to many sites, not single large outliers. (Figures 6a and 6b) Observation 4. Interest: There exists a quantifiable difference between how both publishers and readers interact with longform vs news content -readers interact with the content for longer, and publishers are more likely to bring older longform content online. (Figures 7 and 8) 
Distribution of Longform on the Web
In total, our corpus consists of more than 5.2 million documents currently available on the web and identified as longform, which we compare to a separate corpus of nearly 92 million news documents. To provide some initial insight into this corpus, in Figure 4 we chart the distribution of sites publishing longform. Not unexpectedly for web data, Figure 4a shows that this distribution is heavy-tailed: that is, there are many websites publishing just a few pieces of longform, and relatively few publishing many longform articles. The plot is shown in log-scale -the number of sites publishing beyond e 7 ⇡ 1, 000 articles is hardly visible. Although the number of longform articles produced yearly is increasing, the volume of longform produced relative to news is decreasing significantly. Despite this decrease, interest in longform with respect to news, measured via the ratio of average anchors, is steadily increasing.
A natural question about the few high-publishing sites (>1,000 articles per site) is whether they produce solely longform or if longform is a by-product of sites that publish a large amount of many article types. In Figure 4b , we see that amongst these sites, longform is a non-trivial amount of total production (> 10%) for many of the sites, and in some cases, it is the majority of what is being produced. This indicates that longform plays an important role on these high-producing sites.
Changes in Longform over Time
Next, we investigate how longform has changed over time. We have both the byline date of each article and the first crawled date, a reasonable estimate for when the document was made available on the web. With these, we analyze temporal changes in longform. Our results here are biased by the existence of documents created in the past that have since been taken o✏ine, a confounding factor that is unavoidable.
Some temporal trends are shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5a , we see that the volume of longform produced has increased significantly over the past 10 years, by a factor of more than 30 since 2005. However, as the web itself is growing, we must compare to other, similar sources. Figure 5b shows that the volume of longform published every six months has actually decreased significantly when compared to the volume of news articles produced in the same time period (by a factor of more than 7 since 2005). This decrease in volume relative to news may be evidence of cases where longform has been cut for other sources [51] .
Despite the decrease in longform volume relative to news, Figure 5c shows that interest in longform compared to news has risen over the past 10 years, from 6 times to nearly 20 times as much. Interest in each of these groups was approximated via the total number of o↵-domain anchors, a classic measure of popularity used in e.g. PageRank [40] . All articles were grouped by publication date over 6 month periods, and the average number of o↵-domain anchors accrued (as of creation date) for articles in that period was calculated. Though older articles have had many years to accrue anchors, we find that average anchors for both longform and news are increasing, meaning that new content is popular for both. The fact that interest in longform is growing even more strongly provides evidence for a renaissance [5] . Given the increase in longform volume, we aim to answer whether just a few sites are leading the movement, or if increases are apparent everywhere. Some answers to this are illustrated in Figure 6a , where we capture box plots of the volume of longform published at all sites over time. In particular, we aggregate the amount of longform published at each site during a six-month period, and then plot the distribution of these volumes, as in Figure 4a . This data is shown at six month intervals over a 10 year period. Given the heavy-tailed distribution of longform producing sites as described in 5.3.1, the box plots themselves are not visible.
However, it is interesting to see the outliers: there is not just a single site increasing in volume, but the number of total outliers and the degree of these outliers is increasing. This indicates that there are many, rather than just a few, sites that are driving the increase in longform volume.
We further investigate this in Figure 6b . This plot shows the number of new sites publishing longform, as indicated by the first longform byline date found on any article at that site. This indicates that it is not just that older sites are deciding to publish more longform, but rather new sites are either choosing to begin publishing longform (e.g. buzzfeed.
com hiring a Longform Editor) or coming into existence for the purpose of publishing longform (e.g. byliner.com and other longform startups [36] ).
Characteristics of Longform Interaction
Though we utilized several defining characteristics of longform while developing our classifier (Section 3), the corpus provides another opportunity to gather new insights about how di↵erent parties interact with longform versus news.
One such party is the publishers themselves. We measure their perception of the value of longform by measuring whether they bring older articles online, as this can be a laborious process. The "age" of an article at publication is calculated by taking the di↵erence in the document crawl date and publication date. Figure 7 plots the distribution of article ages for both longform and news. These numbers are scaled by the total number of longform or news articles, respectively, so that they can be fairly compared. Older longform articles at all ages are nearly twice as likely to be put online than news, including quite old articles, such as those published 15 years prior to coming online. This indicates that there may be more interest in these archived articles, either from the readers or publishers themselves. Given the low relative frequencies for both groups, however, it is also clear that the great majority of both longform and news articles on the web are put online directly after publication. Figure 7 : Distribution of the age of articles for longform and news. We see that longform articles are more likely to be put online after their by-line date than news articles.
In Figure 8 , we investigate claims that longform is "evergreen", or that it stays relevant longer than other journalistic styles [26] . We measure this by looking at the number of days until 2 months pass without our webcrawler finding any new anchors pointing to the document, which signifies that a systematic loss of interest has occurred. We show boxplots for these numbers over all news and longform articles. Though the results for both are quite heavy-tailed (most articles receive links for just a few days), longform articles tend to maintain external links, a proxy for interest, longer than typical news articles. Some of the larger longform outliers retain anchors for nearly three months, which is significant given that most articles fall out of popular interest within a single day of being published. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we provide a way of selecting features to build a classifier that can successfully di↵erentiate between longform and non-longform articles. Despite the huge variety in writing that is considered acceptable for a longform piece (as opposed to, for example, news reports), we show that using language features like parse structures, in combination with other simple document features, is surprisingly successful. We demonstrate how to generate viable training data and provide an experiment for labeling it with crowdsourced raters. Our workflow in developing and using our classification system serves as an example for others hoping to successfully utilize the web for similar purposes.
Using the developed classifier, we build a corpus of longform and news documents from a web crawl and make several scientific discoveries about the longform ecosystem. Our findings include that the longform ecosystem is growing, both in terms of sheer number of documents published, as well as sites on the web creating this content, but that it is growing more slowly than other forms of publications, like online news reporting. While the average article published online does not receive sustained reader interest, we do find that successful longform articles live up to the 'hype' that they are more relevant and interesting for longer. These findings contribute to our general knowledge of what digital publishing looks like now and how it has changed over the past decade.
As to the future of longform, we believe that defining exactly what longform is will continue to grow more di cult, as it begins to include more immersive and multimedia content as all publishing moves online (see early examples like the New York Times' "Snow Fall: The Avalanche at Tunnel Creek"). As a result of our study, the supply to the ecosystem appears to be quite healthy, though we reserve the right not to prognosticate about how this will change over the next decade. We leave the final word to Naomi Arnold that the future is "cautiously hopeful" [5] .
